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ABSTRACT

The rf cavity for the Booster
Synchrotron requires a frequency swing
from 46 Mhz to 61 Mhz at a repetition
rate of 50 Hz and a maximum
accelerating voltage of 62.5 kV. These
requirements were achieved on the
prototype ferrite tuned cavityll) for a
short period of time and without any
fast rf feedback or cavity tuning
loops. Initially fast rf feedback and
cavity tuning loops were closed at
fixed frequencies (ferrite tuner dc
biased) to measure some of the
response characteristics of the
amplifier-cavity chain. Then a major
effort was put into measuring the
bandwidth response of the tuner in
order to design the rf control loops
for ac bias operation at 50 Hz. The
performance of these control loops and
results from long term running of the rf
system are reported.

INTRODUCTION

A cross section view of the ac bias
ferrite tuned cavity is shown in Figure
1. The tuner consists of a toroidal
magnet surrounding six yittrium garnet
ferrite rings establishing a bias field

Figure 1. Cross-section of the ac biased
ferzlte tuned cavity.

in the longitudinal direction wh:rh
is perpendicular to the azimuthai rf
magnetic field. Beryllium oxide (Be?)
cooling spacers are placed between the
ferrite rings and conduct heat from
the spacers to a copper water cooling
jacket at the outer radius. Long term
running at full power density
dissipation in the ferrite was necessary
to measure the performance of the
cooling scheme and provide information
for improvements. The rf conducting
surface of the ferrite tuner is formed
by the water cooling jacket, a tapered
inner conductor and two thin rf membrane
walls with radial slots. The rate at
which the biasing field can penetrate
the rf membrane walls determines the
bandwidth response of the tuner and
hence determines the design of the rf
tuning control loop. The bandwidth
response of the tuner was measured using
a HP3563A Control System Analyzer. The
rf control system must also provide for
fast rf feedback around the regulating
loop and preliminary measurements of
the response characteristics of the
amplifier-cavity chain, under dc bias
conditions have been performed.

FAST RF FEEDBACK LOOPS

Although the ferrite tuned booster
cavity has a frequency swing from 46
Mhz to 61 Mhz, fast rf feedback
was implemented at a fixed frequency of
51 Mhz in order to gain experience
working with fast if feedback loops
[2). The cavity is driven by a 2 Kw
driver amplifier and a 150 Kw power
amplifier. For implementing fast rf
feedback, a small fraction of the
cavity rf voltage is fed back to the
rf driver input and combined with the
generator signal as shown in the setup
in Figure 2 for the closed loop
measurement with the network analyzer.
Figure 3 is the result of the closed
loop measurement compared to the open
loop measurement. The effect of the
fast rf feedback loop Is to reduce the
loop gain by a factor of 60 (35 db). A
minimum fast rf feedback gain of 46 is
recommended 13] fox stable beam
operation. The measured time delay (due
to driver, final amplifier, cables e t c )
was 100 ns. An additional 150 ns of
delay is permissible [2] within the
stable loop operation criteria. This
reserve delay could allow the solid



state driver to be installed further
away from the power amplifier for
greater protection from radiation
damage .
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Figure 2. Closed loop setup with network
analyzer.
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Figure 3. Closed loop and open loop gain
plot.

THERMAL FLOW MEASUREMENTS

Thermal flow measurements were taken at
a cw rf power level equivalent to the
average power level over the ac
operating cycle, with a dc bias of 9600
AT applied to the ferrite tuner. The
operating conditions were determined as
follows; From the measured ferrite
material properties a bias of 9600 AT
corresponds to a permeability of 3.5.0
and a Q magnetic of 6000. Taking into
account the required voltage program,
the average power over the
accelerating cycle was calculated to be
2.5 Kv for the tuner. At •
permeability of 3.50 in the operating
cycle the corresponding gap voltage is
56 Kv for a calculated peak power in
the tuner of 7.0 Kw. A gap voltage of 34
Kv would therefore correspond to the cw
equivalent of 2.5 Kw of average power
over the accelerating cycle. A
conservative nominal voltage of 40 Kv
vas used for the thermal flow
measurements requiring a calculated rf
power level of 3.33 Kw. in the tuner.
Thermometers and flow meters were

installed in all the water cooling
paths to the amplifier and tuner to
measure the thermal power. It took 6
hours for the system to reach thermal
stability and the results are shown in
Table 1. The measured thermal $:vtz in
the tuner was 3.7 Kw. Since the
calculations assume pure copper walls
with no slots or finger contacts, the
measured and calculated values are in
very good agreement The significance
of the distribution of the thermal power
is that the heat deposited in the
ferrite is being removed through the rf
membrane walls rather than the water
cooling jacket , confirming our
suspicion that the thermal contact
between the BeO rings and the water
cooling jacket needs to be improved to
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Table 1. Thermal power measurements of
the ferrite tuned cavity.
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Figure 4. Frequency drift of ferrite
tuner as a function of temperature.

remove the heat from the ferrite via the
water cooling jacket. An improved water
cooling jacket is presently being
fabricated in the machine shop. It was
also observed that as the temperature
of the ferrite increased while reaching



thermal equilibrium the frequency
also increased as shown in figure 4.
This is in agreement with the
characteristics of the ferrite material
which decreases in saturation
magnetization as the temperature is
increased to give a lover effective
permeability , causing the frequency to
increase.

FF Control Measurements

In order to start development work on
the rf control system it is necessary to
first characterize the system which is
to be controlled.

The pertinent parameters are as follows:

1) A maximum dF/dT of 3.5 MHz/msec
occurs at 2 msec into the accelerating
cycle as determined by the beam
dynamics.

2) A maximum dF/dl of 0.03 Mhz Amp occur
at the beginning of the accelerating
cycle.

3) A maximum dl/dT of 311 Amps/msec
occurs at 4.5 msec into the accelerating
cycle.

4) The Q of the cavity varies from 2200
• t 46.1 Mhz to 3600 at 61 Mhz.

In order to meet the above requirements
and determine the capability of the ac
bias power supply, the frequency
response of t.U ferrite tuned cavity
must be measured. Using a HP Control
Analyzer the ac response of the ferrite
tuner and the cavity was measured with
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Figure 5. Frequency response of ferrite
tuner to small signal modulation of the
ferrite bias power supply.

the cavity operating in the self excited
mode. In this mode the cavity is always
being excited at its resonant frequency
and the problem associated with voltage
amplitude variation due to detuning was
eliminated. A 80 db amplitude limiter
followed by a frequency discr imi r.at or
measured the resonant frequency of the
cavity. This frequency measurement
method had frequency response of better
than 100 KHz. The ferrite bias power
supply control voltage was preset to a
dc level and modulated with a sweep sine
source from 10 Hz to 10 KHz. The bias
coil current was measured with a dc
current transformer and the ratio of the
current and the resonant frequency gives
the combined frequency response of the
ferrite tuner and cavity. When the dc
level is adjusted such that the resonant
frequency of the cavity is 50 MHz, the
ac response of the cavity is plotted in
Figure 5. At other dc levels the shapes
of the responses remain unchanged, but
the gain - intercepts were shifted due
to nonlinearity of the ferrite.
Curve fitting of the results to
pole/zero polynomial resulted in two
poles at 300 Hz and 6 KHz, and a zero at
BOO Hz. Analysis using lumped element
equivalent circuit showed that the pole
at 300 Hz is due to eddy currents
induced on the end membranes of the
ferrite tuner. The eddy currents produce
a magnetic field which partially
cancelled the field produced from the
coil, reducing the influence of the coil
current on the resonant frequency.
However the membranes are slotted for
the purpose of impeding the flow of
these eddy currents, with higher
impedance at higher frequencies. This
extra inductance from the slots produced
a zero at BOO Hz. The remaining pole at
6 KHz was due to the Q of the cavity.
The above results show that with the
slotting of the end membranes, the
shielding effect of the eddy currents
reduce the applied magnetic field only
slightly, which can be neglected in
control compensation.
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